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CHIEF JUSTICE HECHT, joined by JUSTICE GREEN and JUSTICE GUZMAN, dissenting.

The Court holds that rates used by governmental programs like Medicare and Medicaid and
by private insurers to reimburse a hospital for healthcare provided to covered patients—rates no
patient ever pays out of her own pocket—are “reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence” of what a patient reasonably should pay for healthcare.1 How, exactly? Well,
the Court says, there is “at least the potential connection”2 between government-set and insurernegotiated reimbursement rates and reasonable charges to a self-pay patient. Of course, the Court
explains, “many considerations go into negotiated rates”,3 so “reimbursement rates standing alone
are [not] dispositive of the question of what constitutes a reasonable and regular rate for a hospital’s
services”4 and “are not necessarily a perfect comparator in evaluating the reasonableness of a
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provider’s charges.”5 Agreed. So, then, what is the “potential connection” between reimbursement
rates and reasonable charges to self-payers? Here, with dizzying circularity, is the Court’s only
answer: “It defies logic to conclude that . . . payments [by the government and insurers] have
nothing to do with the reasonableness of charges to the small number of patients who pay directly.”6
Actually, it is the Court’s analysis that defies logic.
The Court cannot distinguish this case from our decision last Term in In re National Lloyds
Insurance Co. that one party’s attorney fees in a case are generally irrelevant in determining whether
an opposing party’s attorney fees are reasonable.7 Nor does the Court address our concern in that
case, raised here as well, that any marginal relevance the requested discovery might have in a
particular case is outweighed by the real risks of abuse and confusion of the jury.8
For these reasons, I respectfully dissent.
I
Seven years ago in Haygood v. De Escabedo, the Court observed that “it has become
increasingly difficult to determine what [healthcare] expenses are reasonable.”9 While an individual
healthcare provider, like any service provider, must take into account its costs, profit margins, and
market—including its experience, expertise, and location—in setting its charges, governmental
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regulation and private insurance have driven charges for healthcare into a now-familiar, two-tiered
structure.10 The higher tier consists of the “full” or “list” prices set out in a detailed “chargemaster”
for each service, similar to the “sticker price” of a new car.11 The lower tier includes the
reimbursement rates set by governmental insurers like Medicare and Medicaid or negotiated with
private insurers.12 Governmental insurers provide one- to two-thirds of most American hospitals’
income, and their reimbursement rates, usually based on patient diagnoses, may not even cover a
procedure’s cost.13 The amount a private insurer is willing to pay to a hospital for a particular
service—and the amount that a hospital is willing to accept—reflects a number of factors including
the volume of patients that the insurer has previously or potentially could direct to that hospital and
the insurer’s promise of prompt payment.
Because reimbursement rates are often percentages of or influenced by list prices, providers
are incentivized to set list prices as high as possible.14 List prices are usually multiple times
reimbursement rates.15 Each patient is charged the list price.16 If the patient is insured, the price is
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reduced to the set or negotiated reimbursement rates.17 If the patient is not insured, a provider may
choose to reduce charges based on the patient’s means, and in some instances, provide care free of
charge for charity.18 But it is not required to do so.19 Healthcare providers generally contend, as does
North Cypress, that list prices and reimbursement rates are both reasonable charges under the
circumstances—that is, depending on whether the patient is or is not insured. There is no
demonstrated relationship between reimbursement rates and prices regularly charged to uninsured
patients.
It is unreasonable to limit a hospital to charging an uninsured patient insurer-negotiated
reimbursement rates. The patient cannot confer on the hospital benefits of a predictable volume of
business or ease of payment as an insurer can. As we explained in Haygood, the benefit of an
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insurer’s discounted rate belongs to the insurer, not the insured.20 It certainly does not belong to an
uninsured patient. Nor can reimbursement rates, which vary from insurer to insurer, be used to
determine reasonable charges for uninsured patients. The Court cannot suggest a formula for doing
so. And because governmental reimbursement rates are often below a hospital’s costs, they can
provide no basis for gauging the reasonableness of charges to uninsured patients. In sum, none of
the information at issue that North Cypress has been ordered to produce in discovery can be used
to determine whether its charges to Roberts were reasonable.
Rather, a reasonable charge to Roberts would be what North Cypress, and perhaps other
similarly situated hospitals, regularly charge uninsured patients. The record indicates that North
Cypress based its charges to Roberts on its list prices, reduced by exactly 25%. Roberts does not
argue, and there is nothing to indicate, that North Cypress ever gave a different discount to another
patient in Roberts’ position or that it discriminated against her in any way. Nor does Roberts argue,
or anything suggest, that North Cypress based its charges to Roberts or other self-payers on
reimbursement rates. To the contrary, the evidence is undisputed that North Cypress charged Roberts
25% of its list prices. Thus, contrary to the Court’s “logic”, nothing in North Cypress’
reimbursement rates can show that the charges to Roberts were either reasonable or unreasonable.
The reimbursement rates are purely irrelevant. Suppose North Cypress’ list price for a procedure
were $200, Medicare would reimburse $25, and 3 private insurers would reimburse $90, $100, and
$110, respectively. Would a $150 charge to all uninsured patients be reasonable or unreasonable?
There is simply no way to tell. Roberts has not shown that lower reimbursement rates for insured
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patients can lead to admissible evidence of reasonable charges for uninsured patients. That evidence
is of the usual and customary prices regularly charged uninsured patients.
II
We have recently granted mandamus relief from orders requiring discovery of irrelevant
information in comparable situations. The Court cannot distinguish those cases.
Just last Term, in In re National Lloyds Insurance Co., insured homeowners suing their
insurer for underpaying property-damage claims sought discovery of the insurer’s attorney fees to
show the reasonableness of their own attorney fees.21 The trial court ordered production.22 We held
that one party’s attorney fees are generally irrelevant in determining the reasonableness of an
opposing party’s attorney fees.23 What a lawyer of particular experience and position would charge
a client to advance its position in litigation is ordinarily irrelevant in determining what another
lawyer would charge a different client to advance the opposing position.24
In a similar case identically styled, another homeowner, also suing her insurer for
underpaying her property-damage claim, sought discovery of the insurer’s claim files for other
homes in the same town damaged by the same storm.25 The homeowner argued that the other claim
files could be used to “establish[] a baseline” to compare the adjustment of her claim.26 “[W]e
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fail[ed] to see how [the insurer’s] overpayment, underpayment, or proper payment of the claims of
unrelated third parties [was] probative of” whether the plaintiff’s claim had been undervalued.27 We
noted “the many variables” that would affect evaluation of a claim, “such as when the claim was
filed, the condition of the property at the time of filing (including the presence of any preexisting
damage), and the type and extent of damage inflicted by the covered event.”28 And we characterized
the plaintiff’s proposed strategy of “[s]couring claim files in hopes of finding similarly situated
claimants whose claims were evaluated differently” as “an ‘impermissible fishing expedition.’”29
Evidence of how other property-damage claims were valued does not generally lead to
admissible evidence that another claim was undervalued. Evidence of what one party paid its lawyer
to take one position in a case does not generally lead to admissible evidence that the attorney fees
an opposing party paid her lawyer to take a different position were reasonable. By the same token,
evidence of healthcare reimbursement rates set by the government or negotiated by private insurers
does not lead to admissible evidence that prices charged a self-paying patient, without reference to
reimbursement rates, were unreasonable.
III
In last Term’s National Lloyds opinion, the Court added that “[e]ven if a party’s attorneybilling information were marginally relevant to an opposing party’s fee claim, discovery of such
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information should ordinarily be denied because the ‘probative value is substantially outweighed
by the danger of . . . unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, misleading the jury, undue delay, or
needlessly presenting cumulative evidence.’”30 The court must limit discovery when its burden
outweighs its likely benefit.31
North Cypress billed Roberts $11,037.75. The insurer of the man responsible for the auto
accident offered to settle Roberts’ claim against him for $17,380, of which $9,404 was for past
medical expenses. Roberts asked North Cypress to reduce its bill to $3,500, based on her counsel’s
estimation of “the reasonable and necessary charges . . . for the treatment received based on the
geographic area and similarly sized facilities.” North Cypress agreed to a 25% reduction, to
$8,278.31. Roberts asked for a further reduction to $6,269.33, two-thirds of the amount offered by
the tortfeasor’s insurer. When North Cypress refused to lower its bill by another $2,000, Roberts
sued for actual and punitive damages under statutes governing deceptive trade practices, debt
collection, and fraudulent liens.32 The discovery ordered by the trial court has brought the parties
to this Court in a dispute over $2,000–$5,000.
North Cypress contends that the information Roberts seeks is proprietary and confidential
and should be subject to a protective order. That will add to the expense of the case. Further, amici
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raise the concern that hospitals, faced with this kind of litigation and concerned that the
confidentiality of their negotiations with insurers cannot be protected, will simply cave in to
demands of uninsured patients and attempt to shift the costs of their treatment to insured patients or
suffer the loss of income. If the confidential information were directly relevant to Roberts’ claim,
the concerns the amici raise might be unavoidable. But when neither Roberts nor the Court can state
how reimbursement rates can be used to show that charges to self-payers are unreasonable, the
discovery should not more be allowed than in the National Lloyds cases.
*

*

*

*

*

Cost and delay are the prevalent criticisms of the American civil justice system, and the main
contributor to both is discovery.33 “‘Discovery is often the most significant cost of litigation’ and
a potential ‘weapon capable of imposing large and unjustifiable costs on one’s adversary.’”34
Discovery is an essential tool in our system for ascertaining the truth in civil cases. But it can also
be an abusive weapon to thwart justice. Which one depends entirely on court supervision.
I would grant relief.

Nathan L. Hecht
Chief Justice
Opinion delivered: April 27, 2018
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